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ABSTRACT 

In one-sided link systems, the use of short path 
connections leads to an increase of the grade of 
service. For such systems with three stages an 
apprdximate loss calculation method is presented. 
Hereby the two different selection modes point
to-point selection as well as point-to-group 
selection are considered. 
The calculation results have b~en checked by 
simulation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a one-sided link sy$tem (reversed link system) 
all terminations (subscribers, ~runks, etc.) are 
connected to only one side of the switching array. 
The · outlets on the other side are looped among 
themselves, thus a connection through such a 
system requires two paths (one loop). 
This type of link system is used in the switching 
network of the system EWS (Elektronisches Wahl
system) of the Deutsche Bundespost. 
For certain one-sided link systems it is necessary 
and economic to make use of so-called short path 
connections. 
Fig. 1 shows a 3-stage one-sided link system. 
For reasons of clarity, only multiples with 2 
inlets and 2 outlets are plotted. The stages A 
and B are wired in link blocks each having 2 
multiples. Two of these link blocks form, together 
with 4 multiples of the C stage, one ABC group of 
link blocks. The system itself consists of 3 ABC 
groups of link blo~ks. The outlets of the last 
stage (stage C) are wired in such a manner that 
always the two other ABC groups of link blocks 
can be accessed. In this example all 4 types of 
connections are drawn: 
Short path connection A: 
Call1ng and called termlnations are located at 
the same multiple of stage A. For this connection 
two crosspoints are used and consequently one 
link between stage A and B becomes busy. 
Short path connection B: 
The two consldered termlnations are located at 
different multiples but within the same AB-link 
block. A connection has to be set up from the 
calling termination via a link between stage A 
and B to a multiple in stage B. There the reversal 
takes place and the path leads back to the destin
ation multiple in the A stage where the called 
termination is located. Here, 4 crosspoints are 
used and one link between stage Band C becomes 
busy. 
Short path connection C: 
The two consldered termlnations are located at 
different AB link blocks, but within the same ABC 
group of link blocks. The reversal takes place in 
stage C and 6 crosspoints are used. One link 
behind stage C (one loop) becomes busy. 
Normal connection: 
The two consldered terminations are located at 
differp.nt ABC groups of link blocks. In this 
case, two paths through the system and one loop 
(behind ~tage C) are used (6 crosspoints). 
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Short path connection A: ••• 

Short path connection B: 11 11 11 

Short path connection c: e e e 

Norma ~ connection: e e e 

Fig.l: One-sided ~ink system with short path connections 

Fig. 2 shows a multiple with 4 inlets and 4 out
lets. If a connection is reversed in this 
multiple two inlets have to be connected. There
fore, . two crosspoints are closed and one of the 
outlets becomes busy. 

inlets {-:: >< H } . outlets 

Fig.2: Reversal within a multiple 

Throughout this paper the following structural 
short notations will be applied: 
i A, i B, ic inlets per multiple in stage A,B,C 

kA' kB' kC - outlets per multiple in stage A,B,C 

glA' gIB - number of multiples of a link block 
in stage A and B. . -

ggA,ggB,ggC - number of multiples of a ~roup of 
ABC link blocks in stage A,B and C 

gA' gB' gc - number of multiples in stage A,B,C. 
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Fig. 3 shows the application of these short 
notations for a complete 3-stage one-sided link 
system. 

iAlkA islkB iclkc 
glA giB 

--
~ 9gB ~c 
-=== ==== ==== 
gA gs 9c 

Fig.3: short notation for a 3-stage one-sided Zink system 

The following Chapter 2 deals with the carried 
traffic on the links between the stages when 
using short path connections. 
Chap.ters 3 and 4 show the ' approximate loss cal
cUlation for systems operating in the point-to
point as well as point-to-group selection mode. 
Hereby the formulae are restricted to systems 
without concentrati~m in any stage (i~k). 
In Chapter 5 systems with concentration are con
sidered as well as systems with different trunk 
group sizes and different carried traffics per 
group. 
The comparison of calculation and simulation is 
shown in the last Chapter 6. 

2. CARRIED TRAFFIC ON THE LINKS 

Using short path connections leads to different 
values of the carried traffic on the links 
between the stages A-B, B-C and C-C of the system. 
In Fig. 4 this fact is depicted. Xhe vertical 
bars represent all multiples in stages A,B and C 
of all ABC groups-of link blocks. 

A B c 

y 

Fig.4: Carried traffic on the Zinks 

The prescribed carried traffic Y on all termin
ations (inlets/outlets) of the system can be 
partitioned into YA, YB, Yc and YN, i.e. carried 
traffic caused by short path connections A,B,C 
as well as normal connections. 

It holds 

(1) 

Therewith we obtain the carried traffic on all 
links between the stages (cf. Fig. 4): 

YA,B Y-YA/2 (2a) 

YB,C = Y-YA-Y
B

/2 (2b) 

Yc,c Y-YA-YB (2c) 

In order to calculate the values of YA'YS,YC and 
YN we introduce the "connection probabil1.ties" 
P ,P ,Pc and PN. These are the probabilities 
w~et~er an offered call will be connected via a 
short path A, B ' o~ C or via a no~mal path, resp. 
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Thus we obtain 
Pj Y. = Y . P P (j=A,B,C,N) (3) 

J PA+PB+ C+ N 

The denominator in this equation expresses the 
fact, that here the connection probabilities 
PA' PB, Pc and PN have to be referred to the 
established calls (and not to the offered ones). 
In other words the denominator corresponds to the 
probability, that an offered call is successful. 
Thus we obtain the loss probability B 

(4) 

The determination of these connection probabil
ities will be the topic of the following two 
chapters, depending on the selection modes point
to-point or point-to-group, resp~ctively. . 

3 LOSS PROBABILITY IN THE POINT-TO-POINT 
SELECTION MODE 

3.1 Definitions 

We consider the point-to-point selection mode in 
one-sided link systems with short path connections. 
A call occupies an idle inlet of the system. 
Then, the marker a priori chooses one of the 
momentarily idle outlets or the desired trunk 
g~oup and tries to set up a connection. If no 
chain of idle links through the system from inlet 
to outlet can be found, the considered call 
suffers a point-to-point 19S5 Bpp. 
If the desired group has more than one idle out
let, the a priori selection can be realized ' in 
two different ways: 

Strategy a): 

the idle outlet is chosen at random, or 

strategy b): 

the idle outlet is chosen close by the calling 
inlet:, Le. 
- at the same multiple of stage A, or, 

if there is none, 
- within the same AB link block, or, 

if there is none, 
- within the same ABC group of link blocks, or, 

if there is none, 
- within another ABC group of link blocks. 

It is obvious that the strategy b) prefers short 
path connections which lead to a reduction of the 
loss probability. As a prerequisite for the loss 
calculation the probabilities for the location 
of the calling inlet and called outlet have to 
be defined. Be 

WA - probability that calling and called termin
ation are located at the same multiple 
(short path connection A), 

WB - probability that the terminations are loc~ 
at different multiples within the same AB 
link block (short path connection B), 

Wc - probability that the terminations are located 
at different AB link blocks but within the 
same ABC group of link . blocks (short path 
connection C), 

WN - probability that the terminations are located 
at different ABC groups of link blocks 
(normal connection). 

For these probabilities hol~s 

In case of marking strategy a) we determine the 
values WA, WB, WC' WN as follows: 

W
A 

l/g
A 

WB (glA -1) /gA 

(ggA-gIA)/gA 

(gA-ggA)/gA 

(6) 
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As to the short notation cf. Fig. 3. 
If E(k,n) is the probability that at least 
certain k out of n trunks of a considered group 
are busy, we obtain in case of marking strategy b) 

WA (l-E(kAr,nr»/(l-E(nr,nr» 

WB (E(kAr,nr)-E(kAr·glA,nr»/(l-E(nr,n) 

Wc (E( kAr · glA ,nr ) -E( kAr · ggA ,nJ ) /(l-E(nr'~» 

WN (E(kAr ·ggA,nr)-E(nr,nJ) /(l-E(~,~») 

(7) 
Here~y k~r=nr/gA denote~ that number o~ 
termlnatlons of the deslred group r WhlCh are 
located at· ·o·ne multiple of stage A, and nr the 
total number of trunks belonging to group r. The 
denominators in Equations (7) are necessary due 
to Equation (5). 

We assume the state probabilities p(x) on the nr 
trunks for a fully accessible group according 
. to Erlang 

p(x) (8) n . 

L~ 
j =0 J. 

where A* has to be determined iteratively, in 
order to achieve the prescribed carried traffic 
Yr in the considered group 

• Yr 
A = 1-p(n

r
) 

Then we obtain the probability E(k,n) used in 
Equat ions (7) 

(~~ p(x)· 
(~r) 

(10) 

If kAr = nr/gA.is not an. integer number we have 
to perform an lnterpolatlon. 
This way of calculating WA, WB' Wc and WN implies 
that all trunk groups have the same size and the 
same carried traffic between each other. In real
ity these values will be different. Considering 
this fact the solution becomes somewhat more dif
ficult. This will be dealt ~ith in chapter 5. 
Furthermore be BA' BB' BC and BN the exclusive 
probabilities that a short path connection A,B,C 
or a normal connection cannot be set up (due to 
internal blocking). 
Then we obtain the connection probabilities 
( cf •. Equ. (3)) 

P. = W.· (1-B.) 
J J J 

(j=A,B,C,N) (11) 

Therewith the resulting point-to-point loss Bpp 
becomes (cf. Equ.(4») 

l-(PA+PB+PC+PN) 

WABA+WBBB+WdBC+WNBN 

(12) 

The derivation of the connection probabilities 
PA' PB' Pc and PN as well as of the partial losses 

BA' BB' Bc and EN will be given in the following 
sections. 

3.2 Connection Probability PA for 
Short Path Connections A 

If calling and called terminations are located at 
the same multiple in stage A, a short path 
connection A can be set up if at least one of the 
kA outlets of this multiple leading to the stage B 
is idle. In this chapter only systems without 
concentration in any stage are considered (i~k). 
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Therefore, the short path connection A can 
always be established and the partial loss becares 

(13) 

By inserting tois equation into Equ. (11) we ob
tain the connection probability PA 

(14 ) 

In a next step the connection probability PB for 
short path connections B has to be determined. 
For the calculation of this probability the 
carried traffic YA B of the links between stage 
A and B has to be ~nown in advance. 
By inserting Equ. (12),(14) and (3) into (2a) 
we obtain 

WA 1 
YA,B = Y - y. 1-B

pp 
• 2 (1S) 

At this point the value of the resulting poiht
to-point loss Bpp is not yet known. Therefore, 
the calculation must be performed iteratively . 

3.3 Connection Probability PB for Short 
Path Connections B 

Fig~ 5a) shows the connection graph for a short 
path connection B. By mapping this one-sided 
graph into a loss-equivalent two-sided link 
system · we obtain the 3-stage connection graph 
in Fig. Sb) (cf. /41). 

A B 

=~ 
a) Short path 

connection B 

--)( 

A B AI 

~ 
"--L-r--

b) Equivalent two-sided 
connection graph 

Fig.5: Mapping of a one-sided (2-stage) qonnection graph 

into a two-sided (J-stage) one 

Using the method PPL (Point-to-Point Loss)(/3/) 
we calculate the effective accessibi~lty of the 
two-sided link system. Therewith we obtain the 
probability BB' that a connection cannot be set 
up via short path B due to internal blocking. 
The connection probability PB then reads 

(16) 

Therewith we determine the carried traffic Ys C 
between stage Band C (cf. Equ.(2b),(3),(12)r' 

WA WB·(l-BB) . 1 
YB,c = y-y. 1-B

pp 
- y. 1-B

pp 
·2 (17) 

and the carried traffic YC C behind the last 
stage (stage C) , 

WA WB(l-BB) 
Y = y-y.-- y. (18) C,C . 1-Bpp 1-Bpp 

3.4 Connection Probability PG for Short Path 
.Connections C 

The mapping procedure of the 3-stage one-sided 
connection graph for short path connections C 
(cf./4/) leads to a 5-stage two-sided connection 
graph (cf. Figs. 6a; 6b). Its strtlcture is of a 
symmetrical type. As the PPL-calculation method 
published in 131 considers only structures with 
interleaved link wiring (for stages S ~ 5), an ex
tension to symmetrical link wiring has been made 
in order to calculate the partial point-to-point 
loss Bc. A publication on this matter is under 
work /5/. 
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A B c 

a) Snol't path 
connection C 

A B c BI AI 
~ -*-+--1---1 

b) Equivalent two-sided 
connection graph 

Fig.6: Mapping of a one-sided (3-stage) connection graph 

into a two-sided (5-stageJ one with symmetrical 

link wiring 

We obtain the connection probability Pc for 
short path connections C: 

(19) 

3 . .5 Connection Probability PN for Normal 
Connections 

The loss probability BN for normal .connections 
is determined by apply~ng again the extended 
method PPL (cf. chapter 3.4). 
Fig. 7a) shows the 3-stage one-sided connection 
graph and Fig. 7b) the loss equivalent two-sided 
connection graph. 

-

A B c 

a) Normal, 
connecti;on 

-
A B c Cl 81 

b) Equ~valent two-sided 
connection graph 

Fig.?: Mapping of a one-sided (3-stage) connection graph 

into a two-sided (6-stageJ one with symmetriaat 

. link wiring 

Therewith the connection probability reads 

(20) 

3.6 Point-to-Point Loss Bpp 

-

As already shown in Equ. (12) the point-to-point 
loss Bpp now becomes 

(21) 
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4 LOSS PROBABILITY IN THE POINT-TO-GROUP 
SELECTION MODE 

4.1 Definition 

A call occupies an idle inlet of the system. 
The marker tries to set up a connection from this 
inlet to the desired group. Hereby it preferably 
tries to find a short path connection A. If this 
is not possible further attempts are made in the 
sequence via short path B, via short path C and 
finally via normal path. If all trUnks of the de
sired group are momentarily busY,or if no connec
tion to any idle trunk can be set up due to inter
nal blocking, a considered call suffers a point
to-group loss BpG . 

4.2 Connection Probability PA for Short Path 
Connections A 

A short path connection A is always possible if 
the multiple in stage A, where the calling 
termination is connected to, has at least one 
idle trunk belonging to the desired group. 
Assuming an Erlang distribution on the n trunks 
of the desired group r the connection prbbability 
PA becomes 

(22) 

For the short notations cf. Equations (8) to (10). 
Thus we calculate the carried traffic YA B 
between stage A and'B by using Equ. (3)aAd (2a) 

_ 1-E(kAr ,nr ) 
YA B - y-y. --~l-~B~----

, PG 
1 
2" (23) 

Like in the case of point-to-point selection, 
the resulting point-to-group loss BpG is not yet 
known. Again an iterative calculation is applied. 

4.3 Connection Probability PB for Short Path 
Connections B 

In Fig. 8a) the one-sided connection graph for a 
short path connection B is drawn. The mapped 
two-sided connection graph has 3 stages as shown 
in Fig. 8b). 

A B 

a) Short path 
connection B 

A B AI 

b) Equivalent two-sided 
connection graph 

Fig.8: Mapping of a one-sided (2-stage) connection graph 

into a two-sided (3-stage) one 

Using the calculat~on method CLIGS (/1 1 2/) ~or the 
point-to-group loss we determine the effect~ve 
accessibility keffB from the calling inlet in 

stage A to those trunks of the desired outgoing 
group r being located within the same AB link 
block (cf. Fig. 8b)). 
Therewith we obtain the connection probability PB 

(24) 

The first term of this equation means that an 
unsuccessful attempt has already been made to 
establish a connection via a short path A. 
The second term stands for the probability of 
loss via short path A and B. Hence it has to be 
subtracted to achieve the connection proba
bility PB. 
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Now, the carried trarric between stage Band C 
as well as behind the last stage C can be 
determined (cr. Equ.(2b), (2c)). 

Yqc = y-y. 

4.4 Connection Irobability Pc ror Short Path 
Connections C 

The mapping procedure or the original one-sided 
connection graph leads to a 5-stage two-sided 
link system ror the short path connection C. 
Again we determine the erfective accessibility 
kerrC by the method CLIGS and get the connection 
probability Pc 

Pc = E(kAr+kerrB'~r)-E(kAr+kerrB+kerrc,nJ (27) 

4.5 Connection Probability PN ror Normal 
Connections 

According to the method CLIGS, . the errective 
accessi~ility k rrN is determined ror the normal 
connect10ns. e " 
Hereby a 6-stage two-sided connection graph 
results rrom the mapping proc"edure. 
The connection probability PN then becomes 

PN=E(kAr+kerrB+kerfC,~)-E(kAr+kerrB+kerrC+kerfN,nJ (28) 

4.6 Point-to-Group Loss 8pa 

A call surrers a point-to-group loss, ir no 
connection can be set up via short paths A,B and 
C as well as via normal path. 
Inserting Equations (22}~ (24),(27) and (28) in 
Equation (4) leads to the resulting point-to
group loss BpG 

BpG = l-(PA+PB+PC+PN) (29) 

= E (kAr+keffB+kefrC+kerfN,nJ 

5 GENERALIZATION OF THE CALCULATION METHOD 

5.1 Systems with Concentration 

The p.receding two chapters only dealt with one
sided systems without concentration in any stage. 
Now, we also consider multiples with concen
tration (i>k) in one or more stages. Then a 
situation may arise, where ror ; a short path 
connection no idle outlet in the reversal 
multiple exists. 
In a 3-stage one-sided link system we distinguish 
3 dirrerent intermediate blocking probabilities: 

BIA - probability that all kA outlets of the 
multiple in stage A (startlng multiple) 
where the calling inlet is connected to, 
are busy. In this case no connection is 
possible at all. 

BIB - probability that all outlets of the 
multiples in stage B being accessible from 
the starting multiple are busy. In this 
case a call surfers a loss, if it has not 
yet found a short path connection A. 

BIC - probability that all outlets of the 
multiples in stage C being accessible 
from the starting multiple are busy. 
Here a call suffers a loss if it has not 
yet found a short path connection A or B. 
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The values or these blocking probabilities can 
be determined with the method CLIGS 11,2 I. 

The connection prob.abilities PIA' PIE' PI"c,- PIN 
in systems with intermediate blocking then are 
determined as rollows: 

PIA = (i-BIA )· P A 

PIB=(l-BIA){l-BIB)·PB 
PIC= (i-BIA H 1-BIB H 1-BIC ) . Pc (0) 

PIN=(l-BIA).(l-BIB)o(l-BIC) .PN 

In the case or point~to-point selection mode 
the connection probabilities PA,PB'PC and PN are 
calculated as indicated in Equ. (14),(16), (19) 
and (20). Ir point-to-group selection mode is 
applied Equ. (22), (24), (27) and (28) are taken 
as a basis. . 

5.2 Systems with Dirrerent Sizes or Trunk Groups 
and Dirrerent Carried Traffics 

Up to now only the unrealistic case has been con
sidered with groups of uniform size and equal 
carried traffic, in order to simplify the des
cription of the calculation. 
In this paragraph the extension to trunk groups 
with different sizes and different traffics will 
be made. For this purpose we define two 
probabilities: 

a j -probability that an ofrered call originates 
in a trunk group j, 

i. k-probability that a call originating in 
J, group j wishes a connection to trunk group k . 

For the calculation the values of 
Yj k- carried trafric caused by connections 

, originating in trunk group j and 
terminating in trunk group k 

are prescribed for all combinations of j and k. 
The trarfic Y . comprises all connections 
originating iRJgroup j. 
~he trarf~c YTj are those connections ~erminating 
1n group J. 
These values are determined as follows: 

R 
Yoj = L Yj ,r j=l, •.. ,R 01 ) 

r=l 
R 

YTj = L Y . j=l, ... ,R (2) r ,J 
r=l 

where R denotes the total number of trunk groups 
connected to the system. 
The carried traffic per group then becomes 

j=l, ... ,R 

And rinally the total carried traffic of the 
system reads 

R 
Y = L Yr r=l 

04 ) 

If A . denotes the offered origi nating traffic 
fromoiroup j, the probability a. is determined 
as rollows J 

A • 
oJ j=l, ... ,R Os) 

In our calculation methods we always start with ""
the prescribed carried traffic and not with the 
offered traffic. 

4W1th the well known equation 

Y = A'(1-B) (6) 
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we obtain 

a. = 
J 

j=l, ... ,R 

Hereby p(n.) is determined according to Equ. (8) 
for a pres~ribed carried traffic Yj ' of the con
sidered trunk group. 
Analogously we calculate the probabilities ij,k 

i - Y j , k . 1 j , k= 1, ... , R (38) 
j ,k-l-p(nk ) ~ Yj ,r 

f=1 l-p(nr ) 

The connection probabilities then become in the 
case of Eoint-to-point select ion mode 

R R 
PA = ~a~~ is)? • WA I? 

PB ~ asf;r i S,'! . WB,r; '(1-BB) 

t ~Itr 
(39) 

Pc i~17 . WC.f(l-BC) 

PN = ~ a1t i V?' WN·7·(1-BN) 

In order to calculate the partial losses BB' Bc 
and B we proceed in the same way as outlined 
in Ch~pter 3. This is due to the fact that the 
point-to-point loss is independent of the group 
size and its carried traffic (cf. 13/). 

If marking strategy b) is applied, the probab
ilities WA.? ' WB.? ' Wc.? and WN,? (?=1, ... ,R) 
are calculated depending on the size and the 
carried traffic of trunk group 7 (. cf. Equ. (.7)). 
Thei ' are independent of .the size and trafflC 
in case of marking strategy a) (cf. Equ. (6)). 

We obtain the connection probabilities in case 
of point-to-group selection by replacing the 
terms w. ·(l-B.) in Equations (39) with 
EqUatio~'~ (22)J, (24), (27) and (28). 

6 COMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND CALCULATION 

6.1 Remarks on Simulation 

In order to check the reliability of the 
calculation method a simulation program using 
the Monte Carlo method has been written. 
Numerous simulation runs have been performed 
with different link system structures. Path 
hunting within the system always starts from 
a home position. For each group Pure Chance 
Traffic of Type 1 (PCT1) has been realized. 
The simulation results in the following diagrams 
are plotted with their 95 % confidence inter
vals. For one loss value at least 100,000 test 
calls have been performed. 

6.2 Systems without Concentration 

Fig. 9 shows simulation and calculati?n results 
for a 3-stage one-sided link system wlth N=750 
inlets/outlets. Here the point-to-group 
selection mode is applied and therefore the 
point-to-grou~ loss BpG ~s p~otted versus the 
carried trafflC per termlnatlon Y/N. 
The two bold lines are calculation results 
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Fig.9: Point-to-group loss BpG of a 3-stage one-sided 

link system with short path connections 

Simulation: £ 
Calculation: ---

FUlly accessible group: 

obtained by the calculation method described in 
Chapter 4. In the upper curye 30 trunk groups 
with n =25 each are connected to the system; 
and inrthe lower one we have 5 trunk groups with 
n =125 each. For comparison the dashed lines de
nbte the loss of a fully accessible group 
(nr =25 and nr =150): 

In the next diagram (cf. Fig.l0) the same one
sided link system is considered but now 
operating in the point-to-point selection mode. 
Here the point-to-point loss Bpp is plotted 
versus the carried traffic per termination Y/N. 
The uppermost curve denotes the loss probability 
if marking strategy a) is applied (cf. Chapter 
3.1). In this case the size of the trunk groups 
connected to the system (here 5 groups of nr=150) 
does not influence the loss. 
The tWO-other curves together with their 
simulation results are obtained when marking 
strategy b) is used. Here the loss probability 
increases as the trunk group size decreases. 
An explanation for this fact is that the 
possibility of switching a call via a short 
path diminishes as the size of the trunk groups 
decreases. 

The last diagram Fig. 11 of this section shows 
the carried traffic per link between the 
different stages of the same3-stage one-sided 
system. The calculation and simulation results 
for Y IN, Y IN and Y C CIN are plotted versus 

A,B B,C , , t' 
the ~arried traffic Y/N on the 750 termlna lons 
on the left hand side of the system. In this 
example point-to-point selection mode,with 
marking strategy b) (5 tr~nk g~oups wl~h nr=l~O) 
has been applied. As qutllned above thlB marklng 
strategy and a large trunk group size yields the 
lowest loss. Furthermore, the traffic loads de
crease rapidly between th~ last stages (!R,C,and 
Y ) for a given Y/N as lt can be seen In Flg.11 • . C,C 
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Fig.10: Point-to-point 1.oss of a 3~stage one-sided 

1.ink system with short path connecti ons 

simu1.ation: £ 
Ca1.cu1.ation: 

10 t I I· I Li~k Carried TraffiC rer 
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6.3 Systems with Concentration 

In Fig.12 again a 3-stage one-sided link system 
is shown. This system concentrates in the first 
stage (switches 1015) as well as in the last 
stage (switches 512). The selection mode is 
point-to-point selection with marking strategy a) 
(upper curve) and marking strategy b). 
The . simulation results are given with their 
confidence intervals. 
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Fig.12: Point-to-point 1.oss Bpp of a 3-stage one-sided 

1.ink system with concentration 
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